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Duration: 20 minutes

Lesson 2 - Edges
Lesson 2 Edges 20 min 

Players spread out around the ice in their own space. Have 
coaches help in their area. Have players drop their sticks on 
ice and wait for lead coach modelling and instruction at 
center circle.

Skills to work on edges.
- 2 foot jumps / 1 foot jumps
- turns and balance inside / outside edges
-advance Mohawk/Transitional 

Water 

- partners put sticks together and shadow each other 
acting like sticks are mirrors. Follow leader. Add fun game 
of tag around their sticks and area. 

Notes
Lesson 2 - Goalies 20 min
Reinforcement of previous week, Add Shuffles and T-
pushes, set to pucks using crease drills

Duration: 10 minutes

Lesson 2 - Passing
Lesson 2 - Passing 10 min

Divide players from each team up into 4 groups based on 
skill level so strongest, middle and weakest players work 
together. Have a coach at each line helping and making 
sure skill of passing is done properly. To challenge older 
levels add sauce, backhand only etc. Every 2 min have the 
red players line move closer until the last two minutes they 
are 1 touching at top of circle to goal line. As the lines get 
closer the passing gets faster. Players receiving pass need 
to be ready quickly. 

Notes
Goalies continue to work with goalie instructor.
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Duration: 10 minutes

Lesson 2 - Passing Round House
Lesson 2 - Passing around the house 10 min

Divide 2 teams into strongest and weakest each end. Have 
players skate to next player and pass. Player who receives 
the pass takes off and passes to next player repeating till 
the slot player shoots on goalie. Make sure players are 
going full speed and making good passes and receiver is 
always ready. Add sauce, backhand etc to challenge. 

Duration: 20 minutes

Lesson 2 - Passing Game
Lesson 2 - Passing Game 15 min

Divide 2 teams into strongest and weakest to match others 
teams strongest and weakest for even game play. Have 
players from same team on outside slot trying to pass to 
each other before scoring while the middle opposite team 
tries to intercept and block passes. This should be a game 
of quick passes and deception and shooting releases. 
Checkers good sticks and angles. Sauce pass can be 
effective for older players. Rotate players regularly or 
change after every check or missed net shot. 


